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According to a survey for UN

Among women aged 18-24, 86% said they had been 

sexually harassed in public spaces, while just 3% 

did not recall ever having experienced sexually harassing 

behaviour.

71% of women of any age said they had experienced 

sexual harassment in public spaces.



Everyone’s Invited campaign

When thoughts, behaviours, & attitudes in a society or environment 

have the effect of normalising and trivialising sexual violence. When 

behaviours like sexism, bullying or the nonconsensual sharing of 

intimate photos are normalised this acts as a gateway to criminal acts 

such as sexual assault and rape. Behaviours such as misogyny, slut 

shaming, victim blaming, and sexual harassment create an environment 

where sexual violence and abuse can exist and thrive. All behaviours, 

attitudes, thoughts and experiences in this culture are 

interconnected.



He and a group of mates were walking behind me, 

making me extremely uncomfortable, catcalling and 

shouting things across the street, I hate coming home 

from school now…

“Some of the boys make comments on a lot of the 

girls’ in our years bodies and the girls just have to 

ignore it because no one thinks it’s a big deal…



At least a third of sexual offences 

against young people are committed by 

other young people and that must be 

addressed. Everyone should be able to grow up 

in a safe community that is free from sexual 

violence where their rights are respected. NSPCC
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Bullying Behaviour

Bullying behaviour it is usually defined as repeated behaviour
which is intended to hurt someone either emotionally or 
physically, and is often aimed at certain people because of their 
race, religion, gender or sexual orientation or any other aspect 
such as appearance or disability.

People who are lesbian, gay, bi, or trans (LGBT) can be specifically 
targeted. In some cases, a someone who is perceived by their 
peers to be LGBT (whether they are or not)



Sexual harassment

Sexual harassment is unwanted behaviour of a 

sexual nature which: Violates a person’s dignity,

Intimidates, degrades or humiliates someone; or 

creates a hostile or offensive environment.

predominantly Male – Female



Sexually harassing behaviour is
sexual comments, such as: telling sexual stories, making lewd comments, making sexual 

remarks about clothes, (uniform, PE kit) and appearance or body shape and calling 

someone sexualised names; 

sexual “jokes” or taunting;

physical behaviour, such as: deliberately brushing against someone, interfering with 

someone’s clothes

online sexual harassment. This may be standalone, or part of a wider pattern of sexual 

harassment and/or sexual violence. 

non-consensual sharing of sexual images and videos.



Behaviour like this is not 

acceptable, will never be 

tolerated and is not an 

inevitable part of growing up



Excuses

Having a laugh/It was a joke

Part of a group (others were doing it?)

Normal ‘Banter’

Yes but they did this…

That is my view..



What is respectful behaviour?

● Treat others at you (or your family) would expect 

to be treated yourself?

● Space

● Kindness

● Think about the consequences of your actions

● Respect differences

● Personal comments



What is respectful behaviour?

● Think about the consequences of being in (or not) 

a group

● Absolutely no physical intimidation/contact

● Online

● Images and videos

● Not displaying sexist/harassing attitudes



Whose responsibility is it?

Civilized society is a society where people are sensitive and 

empathetic to other individuals needs and their 

requirements.

Everyone’s responsibility to contribute to a safe community

Everyone’s responsibility to report it

Everyone’s responsibility to not tolerate it



Report it
If you receive or see, bullying, Sexual harassment, sexist 
behaviour or any other forms of unacceptable 
behaviour.
Tutor/teachers
Base/Wellbeing
School website link
If you are concerned it has not been taken seriously –
School Leadership Team/Headteacher
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